Proof of target for SU11654: inhibition of KIT phosphorylation in canine mast cell tumors.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effect of the receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitor SU11654 on the activity of its molecular target KIT in canine mast cell tumors (MCT) and correlate target inhibition with mutational status of the c-kit juxtamembrane domain and SU11654 plasma concentration. Tumor biopsies were obtained from dogs with advanced MCTs before and 8 h after administration of a single oral dose of SU11654, previously shown to be active in dogs with MCTs. Blood samples were taken to determine the plasma concentration of SU11654. Levels of phosphorylated KIT and ERK1/2 were assessed in tumor biopsies by Western blot. Tumors were analyzed by PCR for the presence or absence of an internal tandem duplication (ITD) in the juxtamembrane domain of c-kit. Fourteen dogs with advanced MCTs were enrolled in the study; 11 of these were evaluable for KIT target modulation (the remaining tumor specimens had inevaluable amounts of total KIT protein). Of these, eight MCTs showed reduced levels of phosphorylated KIT relative to total KIT after treatment with SU11654, compared with pretreatment biopsies. All four evaluable MCTs expressing ITD mutant c-kitshowed modulation of KIT phosphorylation, as did four of seven tumors expressing non-ITD c-kit. Phosphorylated ERK1/2 was modulated in seven tumors; this did not correlate with inhibition of KIT phosphorylation SU11654 treatment at the efficacious dose results in inhibition of KIT phosphorylation in canine MCTs.